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THE MESSENGER 

Federal Engagement and the Daniels Decision 
With the recent decision from the Supreme Court of Canada on the Daniels case, MSGC is 
working hard to ensure that members are informed about what the decision says and what it 
means for the Settlements going forward. President Gerald Cunningham and Vice President 
Darren Calliou, attended a conference on the new era of Metis law, presented by Osgoode Hall 
Law School at York University in Toronto. Harold Blyan of Buffalo Lake, Harry Supernault of 
East Prairie, Arlene Calliou of Fishing Lake, Howard Shaw of Gift Lake, Greg Calliou of Paddle 
Prairie and Iner Gauchier of Peavine, as well as Deloris Courtepatte of Elizabeth, also attended.


A workshop was held for the Assembly and included presentations and discussion with 
MSGC’s lawyers from Witten LLP. The Executive has attended public meetings in some of the 
Settlements, along with Witten LLP, to brief members about Daniels and to answer their 
questions. 
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This decision also reinforced the determination to re-establish a presence in Ottawa and to re-
engage with the Government of Canada. Budget approval was granted by the Assembly to an 
office in Ottawa. The position of Director of Public Affairs was posted. Blake Desjarlais from 
Fishing Lake was the successful applicant. His role will be to set up the Ottawa office and begin 
the process of relationship building with key Federal Ministers and civil servants. 


MSGC is now at a point where it must clearly define the relationship between the Metis 
Settlements, the Government of Canada and the Government of Alberta. Conversations are 
going to begin to determine what programs and services will be required and how they will be 
funded. When we consider that, in addition to these developments, both the federal and 
provincial governments have also committed to the principles in the United Nations Declaration 
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, the Metis Settlements are entering a time of great 
potential and opportunity for members.


A three-day planning summit has been scheduled for November 28th to 30th. The purpose of the 
summit is to bring elders, youth and community leaders together to provide input into a 
strategic plan for MSGC to implement. Once a draft strategic plan is in place, the Executive will 
embark on further Settlement Tours to present the draft to members for their feedback.


MSGC Meets 
With Federal 

Officials 
On November 17th, the 
MSGC Board met with Joe 
Wild, Senior Assistant 
D e p u t y M i n i s t e r a t 
Indigenous and Northern 
Affairs Canada. President 
Cunningham provided Mr. 
Wild with an overview of 
Metis Settlements history. 


In turn, Mr. Wild informed 
the Board that officials 
from his department have 

been having exploratory meetings with various Metis groups to determine a starting point for 
Daniels. INAC is looking to renew its relationship with Indigenous peoples and they are willing to 
set aside existing policies. INAC would like to understand the Metis Settlements’ issues and 
work with them to resolve them. INAC also wishes to assist Settlements to achieve their vision 
of self-governing, sustainable communities.
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MSGC President Meets 
with United Nations 

Secretary General 
On August 12, 2016, the United Nations 
Secretary General, Ban-Ki Moon, travelled to 
Ca lgary, A lber ta , to d iscuss youth 
engagement, climate change and the Syrian 
refugee crisis. As part of his official visit, his 
first to Alberta since becoming Secretary 
General in 2007, he met with several leaders 
of Alberta’s Aboriginal communities. 


On an invitation from the Minister of 
Indigenous Relations, Richard Feehan, the 
President of the Metis Settlements General 
Council, Gerald Cunningham, was included 
among the group of leaders who had the 
opportunity to meet with the Secretary 
General. The President provided a briefing to 
the Secretary General on the Metis 
Settlements and presented him with a sash 
and an information package. 


The President’s main goal was to make Ban-Ki Moon aware of 
the unique nature of the Metis Settlements within Canada. He 
also provided details about the Metis culture and the ways in 
which Metis differ from First Nations. He also noted that the 
Metis Settlements are the only legislated land based Metis in 
Canada, which puts them in a very special position to work with 
the Government’s of Alberta and Canada to advance Metis 
issues.


President Cunningham also had a brief opportunity to speak with 
Alberta’s Minister of Indigenous Relations, Richard Feehan, 

about several issues - self-government, economic development, and the United Nations 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People - of high priority to the Metis Settlements. It was 
an excellent opportunity to create awareness about the Metis Settlements with an international 
leader.
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UN Secretary General Ban-Ki Moon (front left) and 
Alberta’s Minister of Indigenous Relations Richard 
Feehan (front right).

 “Young people 
can break 
barriers, reach 
across divisions 
and forge 
understanding” 

- BAN-KI MOON
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MSGC Governance Update 
The Joint Accountability Review Committee (“JARC”) had previously provided its nearly 70 
recommendations to MSGC and the Minister of Indigenous Relations several months ago. 
MSGC has now held two workshops to review and discuss the recommendations. Generally, 
MSGC supports the principles of accountability and transparency, although it is important to 
note that there are a few issues with some of the recommendations that have been made. The 
review process is ongoing to address these recommendations. 


The Governance Committee and the MSGC Board have been tasked with developing policies, 
under Schedule D of the LTA, for presentation to MSGC and the Minister.


It was also proposed that a review of the Metis Settlements Act be completed to determine 
what amendments would be necessary to improve it. The goal is to grant greater authority and 
autonomy to the local Settlement governments. The MSGC Board will be carrying out the 
review and presenting their draft amendments to MSGC and the Minister. The Board is also 
working on developing their priority policies: membership and elections. 
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Remembering Jim 
Prentice 

On October 13th, former Alberta Premier 
Jim Prentice, was killed in a tragic plane 
crash that also took the lives of three other 
people. Mr. Prentice served as Alberta’s 
16th Premier and left public life following 
the defeat of the Progressive Conservative 
Government on May 5th, 2015.


The Metis Settlements history with Mr. 
Prentice began before he entered public 

life. He worked with the Settlements on a variety of issues throughout the 1990s in his capacity 
as a lawyer and consultant. He first entered Parliament as a Calgary-area Conservative in 2004. 
As one of the federal Conservatives’ most capable parliamentarians, Mr. Prentice was 
appointed by Mr. Harper to serve as minister of Indian Affairs, Industry and Environment.


Mr. Prentice resigned from Parliament in 
late 2010 and took a job as Vice-Chairman 
of CIBC. Mr. Prentice returned to politics in 
2014 and took the reins of Alberta’s Tory 
party. After more than four decades in 
power, the party was on its third premier in 
a single year, the economy was looking 
weak and the long-governing dynasty 
seemed to be in trouble with an angry 
public.


Although the Progressive Conservatives 
ultimately lost the 2015 election to the 
Alberta NDP, Mr. Prentice was proud of his 
service. He often remarked that as painful 
as losing the election was, he would have 
regretted it for the rest of his life if he had 
not come back and tried to make things 
better in Alberta. 


Jim Prentice is survived by his wife Karen 
and their three daughters.
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The Long Term Agreement 
The LTA Implementation Team met on June 24, 2016. The Annual Plan/Budget were approved 
by the LTA Implementation Team. In July, the LTA Implementation Team was made aware that 
Schedule D (Governance) was not consistent with the Minister's letter received in June 2016. 
As a result, Schedule D was reworked. In July 2016, MSGC suggested new timelines for 
completion of policies. In August 2016, the Minister approved the Annual Plan/Budget.


The LTA Implementation Team held a subsequent meeting on November 03, 2016. Education 
and Training proposals received approval at this meeting.


The Schedules of the LTA:


Schedule A – Essential Services


	 Essential services refers to the collective treatment and distribution of drinking water, 
wastewater, solid waste management and road maintenance. 


	 The purpose of this initiative is to support the delivery of essential services by 
Settlements to their members in a cost-effective and sustainable manner. 


	 This schedule provides up to $9 million over 6 years. 


Schedule A – Essential Services Update 

	 The Essential Services Operating Payments for the 2015-16 Fiscal Year have all been 
paid out to the settlements.


Schedule B – Infrastructure 


	 The purpose of this initiative is to develop and maintain the infrastructure required to 
provide essential services on par with neighbouring communities.


	 Also, to enable settlements to access provincial infrastructure programs


	 Up to $138 million will be provided over 10 years, including grant funding. 


Schedule B – Infrastructure Update 

	 The Capital Infrastructure Tech Team has resumed meetings as of September 2016. 


	 Chad Fletcher has been hired as the new project manager for the Infrastructure 
schedule. In addition, Dennis Cunningham has been hired as the Western Infrastructure 
Coordinator and Margaret Daniels has been hired as the Eastern Infrastructure 
Coordinator.


	 Chad began his duties in October 2016. His first task was to figure out which stage the 
different infrastructure projects were at. Chad is currently working on completing this 
task. 
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	 In addition, the President, Vice-President and the Infrastructure Project Manager met 
with the Honourable Minister on November 08, 2016, to discuss infrastructure funding 
for the 2016-17 year.


Schedule C – Housing 


	 The purpose is to provide settlement members with access to housing on a sustainable 
basis. 


	 Sustainable housing refers to individual ownership of housing accommodation, not 
including subsidized housing accommodation. 


	 Funding of $15 million will be provided over 7 years. 


Schedule C – Housing Update 

	 Houses in both East Prairie and Gift Lake are nearing the completion stages.


	 An assessment of housing expenditures for the four projects (Elizabeth, Kikino, East 
Prairie, Gift Lake) has commenced. This assessment will be completed once all pertinent 
information is provided to MSGC. 


	 A Housing Committee Meeting was held on October 27, 2016. A draft framework was 
discussed and recommended for approval to establish a Metis Settlements Housing 
Authority. In addition, a Housing Director will be hired to assist with the development of 
the Housing Authority.


Schedule D – Governance


	 The purpose of this schedule is to undertake specific initiatives to increases the 
effectiveness, efficiency and accountability of the settlement governments. 


	 Funding of $3.5 million will be provided over 10 years. 


Schedule D – Governance Update 

	 The Governance Committee had two meetings in October 2016. Recommendations 
were brought forward to have the Governance Committee work on policies contained in 
Schedule D of the LTA. A further decision was made to have the Board work on the two 
prioritized policies: Membership and Elections. A posting to obtain policy writers to 
assist with the development of policies has been advertised with a November 18, 2016 
deadline. The successful person/s will commence work shortly thereafter.


Schedule E – Capacity Building


	 The purpose of the initiative is to strengthen and develop the governance, administrative 
and service delivery capacity of Metis Settlements. Funding of $3.45 million will be 
provided over 10 years. 
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Schedule E – Capacity Building Update 

	 $600,000 has been allocated to assist Settlements with developing capacity at the local 
level. However, before these dollars (approx. $85,000/settlement) can flow, reporting 
from the previous fiscal year's allocation of $119,250 per Settlement, must be 
completed. The reports will be reviewed at an Administrator Meeting in December, 2016.


Schedule F – Education


	 The purpose of this initiative is to develop and implement strategies and initiatives to 
improve educational attainment levels of settlement members.


	 This initiative is inclusive of Kindergarten to post-secondary and adult literacy. 


	 Funding of $7.6 million will be provided over 10 years. 


Schedule F – Education Update 

	 The Education Working Group met in September 2016 to finalize their recommendations 
for funding allocations.  On November 03, 2016, the LTA Implementation Team approved 
the proposal to allocate $175,132 to each of the communities who are a party to the LTA. 
The deadline for community applications is December 02, 2016 with approvals to be 
made by December 15, 2016.


Schedule G – Training 


	 The purpose of this initiative is to undertake training initiatives to improve settlement 
members' employment-related skills and knowledge, and increase their participation in 
Alberta's economy.


	 Funding of $7.35 million will be provided over 10 years. 


Schedule G – Training Update 

	 The Technical Team resumed discussions during the summer of 2016 to develop a pilot 
	 project which would supplement the current MSGC STI Asets program currently being 
	 delivered on the settlements. As a result, a proposal was developed which would provide 
	 additional training dollars in an amount of $53,571 to each of the communities who are a 
	 party to the LTA. The MSGC STI Department is administering these additional dollars. 


Schedule H – Safe & Healthy Communities


	 The purpose of this initiative is to develop and implement strategic initiatives to make 
settlements safer and healthier. Funding of $13.6 million will be provided over 10 years.
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Schedule H – Safe & Healthy Communities Update 

	 A Health Project Coordinator has been hired to oversee initiatives requested by each of 
the communities with regards to healthy and safe communities. Darlene Carifelle began 
her role in October 2016.


	 The Metis Settlements Health Board has toured each of the Settlements from September 
- November 2016. The tour was to present the findings of the health assessment which 
was completed in March 2016. This tour was Phase II of the health assessment. Alberta 
Health provided two grants ($300,000 and $250,000) for the Health Board to undertake 
an assessment of the health needs of the community. The next step will be to analyze 
and compile the feedback. Further, data creation will then occur. It is hoped that service 
grants and agreements will then be obtained to provide/expand health services within 
the communities.


	 With regards to Policing, police presence in the settlements continues to be a concern. 
The Executive met with representatives from the Solicitor General's office, the Aboriginal 
Policing unit of the K-Division and Indigenous Relations representatives on June 22, 
2016. A follow up meeting was held on September 12, 2016. A new MSGC Policing 
Committee will be formed to discuss concerns relating to policing within the settlements 
and to work together to resolve any issues.


Schedule I – Consultation


	 The purpose of this initiative is to develop a Metis Settlements Consultation Policy that 
increases certainty for Alberta, the Metis Settlements and Industry. 


	 Funding of $9.7 million will be provided over 10 years. 


Schedule I – Consultation Update 

	 Each settlement was provided with an annual grant of approximately $110,000 in August 
2016 to set up and maintain local consultation offices.


	 MSGC is in the process of posting for a Central Consultation Coordinator to assist the 
local coordinators and facilitate training needs.


Schedule J – Financial Sustainability


	 The purpose of this initiative is to ensure the long-term financial sustainability of the 
settlements through:


	 Future Fund Sustainability: In order to achieve future fund sustainability, 
MSGC agrees to limit withdrawals from the future fund.


	 Household Contribution Targets: The parties agree that Household 
Contribution Targets will take into account the ability of households to pay 
and phases in the increase in household contributions over time.


	 Reduction of Revenue  and Expenditure Gap:  MSGC, on behalf of the 
Settlements, agrees to provide a short-term plan to the Minister to reduce 
the current revenue/expenditure gap in addition to the long-term plans.
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	 Long-Term Sustainability:  An assessment of the long-term financial 
sustainability of the settlements over the long term.	 


Schedule J – Financial Sustainability Update 

	 McDaniels provided their oil and gas reserves report in April 2016.


	 Under the LTA, the Settlements will be required to submit a “Revenue-Expenditure” Gap 
Plan to the Minister of Indigenous Relations by December 31, 2016.


Schedule K – Implementation Structure


	 MSGC -Three sessions have been held with the settlements to review the LTA (Sept. 
2015, June 2016, August 2017).  The issues contained within each schedule have been 
summarized and will be discussed in the near future.


	 GOA - The Government has not yet presented their list of issues with regards to the LTA 
Agreement.


	 Both parties will compile their list of issues and partake in a discussion with the intent to 
resolve the issues and make the LTA work better for each party.


	 Joint Accountability Review Committee - JARC

	 Two sessions were held with the settlements thus far to review the recommendations 
	 contained in the Joint Accountability Review Report. A third session was held on 	
	 November 18, 2016.
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MSGC President Presents Flag to High Prairie School 

M S G C P r e s i d e n t G e r a l d 
C u n n i n g h a m p r e s e n t s t h e 
General Council Flag to Corinne 
Goulet, First Nations, Metis, Inuit 
Success Coach with High Prairie 
School Division. Our flag will be 
displayed in her classroom at EW 
Pratt High School to represent the 
Tr i - S e t t l e m e n t s w h o h a v e 
approx imate ly 50 s tudents 
attending. Ms. Goulet is a 
member of Gift Lake Metis 
Settlement. 

Open House in Elizabeth Metis Settlement 

On November 10th, the MSGC 
President, Gerald Cunningham 
and MSGC Treasurer, Sherry 
Cunningham, attended an open 
h o u s e i n E l i z a b e t h M e t i s 
Settlement. Koch and Pengrowth 
prov ided a presentat ion to 
Members about their Selina SAGD 
project that they are jointly 
developing.
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Veterans Honoured in 
Settlement Remembrance 

Ceremony 
On November 11, 2016, Fishing Lake Metis 
Settlement held its annual Remembrance 
Day Memorial. Members of the MSGC 
Executive attended this beautiful ceremony 
commemora t ing the sacr i fices tha t 
Canadians have made so we can enjoy 
freedom and liberty.


Family members of veterans, community 
members and elected officials took turns 
placing wreaths below the monument which 
serves as a memorial to all veterans. 


MSGC President, Gerald Cunningham, was 
invited to speak at the ceremony. He took 
theopportunity to share a memory of an 
experience he shared with decorated veteran 
and Paddle Prairie Settlement Member, 
Charlie St. Germain. Gerald had travelled with 
Charlie and several others to France to 
commemorate the 70th Anniversary of D-Day 
and the Battle of Normandy. Gerald was with 
Charlie when they visited Charlie’s brother’s 
grave site in Italy. He recounted how moving 
that experience was. 


Following the ceremony, a potluck lunch was 
held at the Fishing Lake Communiplex and 
guests enjoyed special planned activities. 
Congratulations to the staff and Council of 
the Fishing Lake Metis Settlement for hosting 
another well organized and beautiful 
ceremony in honour of our veterans.
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Metis Settlements General Council Delivers 
Groundbreaking Community Health Assessment to 

Alberta 
The Metis Settlements General Council has delivered the final report on the first phase of an 
unprecedented community health assessment to the Government of Alberta. Both Minister 
Richard Feehan of Indigenous Relations, and Minister Sarah Hoffman of Health, were sent the 
report for their review and feedback. 


This is the first such assessment that has taken place in the almost eighty-year history of the 
Metis Settlements and took over a year to complete. The purpose of the assessment was to 
develop a comprehensive understanding of health care challenges and service delivery issues 
that exist in the Metis Settlements.  


The assessment was initiated and overseen by the Metis Settlements Health Board, in 
collaboration with the Metis Settlements General Council, University of Alberta, and Alberta 
Health. Regarding the importance of this initiative, Gerald Cunningham, President of the Metis 
Settlements General Council, said this:


“Time and again, studies show that outcomes are significantly improved when Aboriginal 
communities have a greater say in community health decisions. We are pleased that our Health 
Board has begun this important work and that key stakeholders like the U of A and Alberta 
Health have agreed to collaborate with us on this initiative.”


Phase one of the assessment employed a multi-disciplinary approach that utilized online and 
paper surveys, stakeholder interviews, focus groups, interviews with health professionals and 
engagement with community leadership to collect the vital information that made the 
assessment possible. Statistics were important but it was a major goal of the process to 
understand the perceptions of healthcare delivery on the ground in the communities. 


Phase two of the project is currently underway. 
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MSGC Celebrates Metis Week 

The Metis Settlements General Council kicked off celebrations to commemorate Metis Week 
with an open house and pancake breakfast on November 14th. Settlement Members, tenants in 
the MSGC office building and government representatives joined in the festivities as well.


In addition to MSGC’s planned activities, the Settlements were represented at Louis Riel Day 
ceremonies at the Alberta Legislature and in Ottawa. Chairman Howard Shaw of Gift Lake 
attended the Alberta ceremony on behalf of the Settlements. Chairman Shaw was also a 
featured speaker and provided a rousing speech about the Metis Settlements, the vision of 
Louis Riel and the promise of new opportunities in the future.


MSGC President Gerald Cunningham travelled to Ottawa to celebrate Riel Day at the invitation 
of Minister Carolyn Bennett of Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada. President Cunningham 
attended the ceremonies on Parliament Hill and 
engaged with fellow indigenous leaders. He also 
had the opportunity to meet one-on-one with 
Minister Bennett on MSGC business.


The MSGC Assembly concluded the week by 
passing a resolution, unanimously, endorsing 
the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples in its entirety. This move 
comes as both the Governments of Canada and 
Alberta have committed to the principles of the 
Declaration. 
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